success by the anti-vivisectionists. Sometimes, it must be confessed, good is effected by such means; sometimes, harm, for there are many well-meaning, wrong-headed people, ready to fight fancied wrongs even with no better weapon than a broom stick. If a lord can be persuaded to head the society's list, or still better, if a titled nobleman can be induced to interest himself in the matter, the prospect of success, or at least of numerous temporary adherents, is considerably enhanced. For the number is legion who, as Moore has well put it, would rather be " genteelly damned beside a lord, than saved in vulgar company." As referred to above, the recent agitation on vivisection nearly culminating in an Act of Parliament, affords an illustration of the preceding remarks. This agitation also further illustrates, that the British public, led by a lord, generally exhibit their strongest prejudices on theoretical grounds, coupled with complete ignorance of the subject or class so emphatically condemned: of which, excepting perhaps from hearsay, some of the most would-be-vehement reformers, are about as well acquainted as, for instance, the companions of Ulysses were with the Syrens singing, after they had stopped their ears with wax.
Thus have arisen, and have been believed, many unfounded assertions of wanton cruelty on the part of physiologists. One of such assertions, of which much has been made, was recently exposed by Dr. Quain at a meeting of the General Medical Council.
The history of this case is briefly as follows:?Dr. Klein, of the Brown Institute, required to demonstrate the structure of fibrous tissue or tendon, and he instructed a boy to procure a rat's tail. The messenger caught a rat, and instead of killing it, he cut off the tail of the living rat. "Perhaps," says Dr. Quain, "it might be a question for the rat to decide, whether it would be rather killed for the sake of its tail, or [Septembee 1, 1876.
A dead animal again is not so easily defined. The half of the head of a conger eel will bite, a decapitated frog will rub a pinch of mustard from its back with its hind leg, and the half of a worm or a snake, will long afford signs of sensation and vitality.
Then This may be summed up by the idea then held that the lungs cherish the heart, and " ungrateful indeed would be the heart, unless, when the lungs were so kind as to furnish it with air, it should deem that some fitting return were to be made." So the right chamber of the heart was supposed to give blood in return for air. The left chamber of the heart received air from the lungs through the pulmonary veins, so that each side of the heart was credited with a distinct and separate duty. Dr 
